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PMI Indonesia Chapter hold the first Corporate Outreach this year on 10
February 2022. It was initiated from request from Zakaria as Resource
Management Superintendent from Amman Mineral, who is looking
information for project management training and certification which
suitable for Amman Mineral staff. It was then agreed to hold Corporate
Outreach to introduce various certifications provided by PMI.
From Main Article, the article discusses How Should Project Managers
Invest Their Working Hours. We had two PRANKS
session in January 2022 and in case you missed them,
we feature report of the Events.
On behalf of the board of editors I would like to
thank the contributors of this edition and everyone
who has supported in the preparation of this
newsletter. I hope you enjoy reading this edition.
Rafi Sani Hardono, PMP
Editor in Chief

How Should Project Managers
Invest Their Working Hours?
A
lot is being said about the value project managers
bring to the organizations they work for. Project
managers have, indeed, moved up the “organizational
food chain” and find themselves looked to for insights
regarding all aspects of the life cycle.
Some project cost management courses outline the
importance of project managers contributing additional
costing details, in the initiation phase, to help decision
makers select projects based on accurate financial data.
By leveraging a project manager’s typical thirst for detail
and passion for accuracy, decisions made during the
initiation phase of the project lifecycle can be improved.
There are also lines of thought that describe the
perspective that project managers can increase their
organizational value by being part of the benefits
realization phase, where return on investment (ROI) is
measured to ensure the expected benefits materialize.
Providing broader services to an employer can bring
both satisfaction to the project manager, increased
management exposure and perhaps enhanced career
opportunities. It’s exciting to be asked to contribute
to organizational direction by being involved in project
selection. In addition, quantifying and reporting on the
benefits of a completed project may bring a sense of
fulfillment. The concern, however, may be the potential
negative impact on project delivery.
Project management distraction
By way of a model, assume an experienced project
manager joins a new employer. For simplicity’s sake,
assume the project manager has eight working hours
available to manage projects.
The project manager excitedly takes on a project and
completes it to the satisfaction of key stakeholders.
Management notices cost performance was
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outstanding on the recently completed project. As
the company approaches a new fiscal year, senior
management reaches out to the project manager and
asks for their input gathering important cost data. Final
decisions are being made regarding which projects to
initiate in the new year.
The project manager and their boss are anxious
to satisfy senior management’s needs, and the PM
dedicates 1.5 hours per day to the expanded role. They
now spend 6.5 hours each day planning and delivering
other projects.
Senior management also realizes they have not been
confirming projects have been delivering the benefits
that were outlined in past projects. During an initiation
phase discussion, senior management asks the new PM
if they have thoughts on how project benefits could be
quantified and reported back to senior management.
Not wanting to disappoint senior management, the PM
finds themselves spending 1.5 hours per day researching
the savings (or revenue) that were promised on previous
projects.
The available time to plan and deliver projects has now
been reduced to five hours (8 hours minus 1.5 hours for
initiating activities, and another 1.5 hours confirming
realized project benefits). An experienced project
manager who is trained, perhaps PMP certified, and
has years of project delivery experience is now moving
toward spending less than 50% of their time applying
their craft.
A similar situation can arise when project managers
become responsible for operational issues related
to their completed projects. As more projects are
completed, their available hours move from managing
more projects to dealing with product/service support
issues.
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Chart: As project managers engage in non-planning
and execution activities, availability to manage projects
reduces.
In addition, multi-tasking has been proven to reduce
productivity. A project manager who switches focus
multiple times per day is likely to experience reduced
productivity. For example, if “production” were to drop
by only 15%, a project manager splitting their time
three ways each day could find themselves focusing on
projects for under four hours per day
Assuming the project workload remains the same, it
become necessary to onboard more project managers.
The project management level of excellence wanes for
a period of time as less experienced project managers
develops their skills. It’s broadly recognized that true
project delivery excellence comes with a potent
combination of formal training, certification and years
of experience. While training can be completed relatively
quickly, it takes years to learn the nuances of being a
high-performance project manager.
The solution
Project management offices (PMOs) may offer part of
a solution. A single analyst could provide the necessary
project initiation and quantified benefits realization. This
role could be the financial focal point and the subject
matter expert that senior management would refer
to. This approach offloads the responsibility from the
project manager.
However, PMOs do not exist in all organizations. It could
be argued that a corporation that is large enough to
require a PMO likely also has financial analysts in other
parts of the organization that can provide the required
data.
The broader question is, “How should project managers
be investing their working hours?” Project management
is a profession that organizations recognize makes the
company more efficient. The ability to bring stakeholders
together, build realistic project plans and effectively
deliver project outputs is seen as valuable. Although
work can and will be completed without the intervention
of the project management discipline, mature business
entities recognize the value project managers deliver.
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Chart: As project managers engage in non-planning and execution
activities, availability to manage projects reduces.

Additionally, project managers thrive on challenges.
Particularly, experienced PMs enjoy the challenge of
applying their knowledge beyond traditional roles. These
individuals want to be engaged and work beyond their
primary roles.
Cleary, the one-size-fits-all approach won’t apply. The
resolution will come from candid conversations at all
levels of management where human resource deliverable
prioritization is discussed. If project management
resources are finding they are unable to focus on their
trade, perhaps offloading the time-consuming, nonproject management planning and delivery should be
thoroughly investigated.

Bruce Garrod
Following 20 years at a large Canadian
telecommunications firm, Bruce established
the project management consulting firm
Solutions Management Inc (SMI). Since 1999,
he has provided contract project/program
management services, been a source for
project management support personnel and
created/delivered courses to over 7,000
participants in Canada, the United States
and England.

Alfina Wijanarno, PMP
Branch Director Surabaya
Alfina is a Board Director for Surabaya Branch since 2017. He holds a Bachelor’s Degree
in Engineering Physics Faculty of Industrial Technology ITS Surabaya, graduated in 1997. As
guest lecturer of Project Management for some engineering departments at ITS Surabaya,
he initiated MoU partnership between PMI Indonesia Chapter and ITS Surabaya in 2017.
Alfina is an automation, project and sales professional with more than 20 years of experience
in the Engineering and Automation industry. He is a certified PMP since 2008, Alfina currently
works for a Multinational Company as Strategic Account Manager and also as Managing
Director & Trainer at Training & Consulting Company.
He also holds Certified International NLP Practitioner, Certified Tony Buzan Mind Map
Practitioner, Certified Hypnotherapist, Certified Firewalk Trainer, Certified Negotiation
Professional, Certified 1st DAN Kukkiwon Taekwondo Black Belt and Certified Intermediate
Mining Operational Manager from Ministry of ESDM.
He is happy person, active learner, persistent and involved in some social activities involving
life breakthrough and motivation.
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Company Outreach:

Amman Mineral
PMI Indonesia Chapter hold the first Corporate Outreach this
year on 10 February 2022.
It was initiated from request from Zakaria as Resource
Management Superintendent from Amman Mineral, who is
looking information for project management training and
certification which suitable for Amman Mineral staff.
It was then agreed to hold Corporate Outreach to introduce
various certifications provided by PMI.
PMIIC was represented by David as VP Program of PMI Indonesia
Chapter, and Amman Mineral was represented by team from
Resource Management, Process Operation, Shift Metallurgy
& Control Room, and Maintenance Projects & Reliability
Engineering.
Agenda of the session:
• Introduction of PMI and PMIIC
• Benefit of PMI & PMIIC membership
• PMI certifications
• Interactive discussion
The event is successfully held with good collaboration between
PMI Indonesia Chapter and Amman Mineral. The participants
receive a clear and valuable explanation regarding various
certifications provided by PMI. Hopefully this will help Amman
Mineral to create people development plan based on project
management skill and knowledge.
Stay tune for our next Company Outreach.
Program Team
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Catch our Next PRANKS:
Register at pmi-indonesia.org

Project Management Knowledge Sharing (PRANKS)
On our last PRANKS:
PRANKS 43 featured Ayyasy Azzurqi, Head of PMO at Astra Otoparts
WINTEQ. The topic of the session was “A Hybrid Approach in Factory
Automation Projects: Stepping into Industry 4.0. In the manufacturing
industry, projects often require a large investment and demand
speed and accuracy to complete. It is crucial to get things right.
On our PRANKS 44 we invited Antonio Nieto-Rodriguez, HBR Author and PMI Fellow to speak about “The Project
Economy and Why Project Management had to be Reinvented”. He highlighted the shift that we are seeing, going
from a world driven by efficiency (for decades) and now towards a world driven by change. Tune in to hear his
thoughts about the talent triangle, new roles.
If you missed the sessions, you can catch it on our YouTube channel (PMI Indonesia Chapter).
Click on this link or scan the barcode.

Our next Vibe:
Starting a Social Innovation Project
with Cristhian Ortiz (Deloitte)

Tune in to Project Vibes (Podcast by PMI Indonesia)
On our last podcast:
Sebuah proyek tentu melibatkan berbagai disiplin ilmu, namun manajer
proyek seringnya identik dengan seseorang dengan latar belakang
ilmu teknik; kenyataannya, tidak selalu demikian. Pada episode ini
kita berbincang dengan Arisman Indrawan, seorang praktisi senior
di manajemen proyek yang sejatinya adalah lulusan bidang ilmu hukum. Simak perjalanannya selepas kuliah dan
bagaimana beliau mengeksplorasi dunia proyek hingga akhirnya menjadi “full-blown project manager”.

Brain Tease

Send your answer to
quiz@pmi-indonesia.org
and win 1x polo shirt or
1x tumbler.

Two of the main responsibilities of
the PM and project teams is to
understand the current project
status and making sure they
are on the right track. In order
to achieve these responsibilities,
they need to establish effective
measurement, including the
measurement definition, such
as deliverable metrics, baseline
performance, etc. What other
performance domain that this
domain interacts with?

a. Project Work performance domain,
Delivery performance domain,
Measurement performance domain
b. Project Work performance domain,
Team performance domain, Uncertainty
performance domain
c. Planning performance domain, Project
Work performance domain, Delivery
performance domain
d. Stakeholder Performance Domain,
Team Performance Domain, Uncertainty
performance domain
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PMP
Testimonial
Hi all, my name is Ficky Bharata and currently I’m working
as a Project Manager at PT. Mastersystem Infotama. I
used to be interested in project management since 2011
when I was handling so much preparation for the office
related to the project.
I have also participated in some softskill training with
the Project Managers in the company where one one
opportunity I was assigned to hold a new project in the
organization and that’s become my turning point to learn
about all the things related to the project. But in reality
I was messed up and almost desperate until I officially
joined the Project Management Division in 2016 with
assistance from PMO.
I attended many internal in class training to develop
my knowledge with other colleagues who are much
younger than me with the condition that some of them
are already prepared themselves to take the PMP
certification exam. I feel challenged but still feel that I do
not have sufficient knowledge to do the same thing even
though my working period is enough qualified.
At an event in 2018, one of the CEOs asked me about
my future plans. Honestly I was confused to answer,
because what was on my mind was between continuing
to the master degree level or more towards project
management certification. He confinced me that with
the current conditions it would be very useful if I took
part in preparation to be certified considering my
experience and since then I have made up my mind to be
able to achieve that goal with the spirit that I have to be
like others.
March 2020, I got an opportunity that I didn’t expect
before, to become a SymEx 2020 participant at
Semarang to represent the company like other
colleagues have done in previous years. I was very
surprised by the professionals who attended the event,
the speakers who were so impressive and what concerns
me more is that the participants who came are PMP
certified. This was my second turning point, after this
event I started to commit with myself that I should be like
them this year, become certified!
Unfortunately, WHO declared a pandemic and since
then there has been no inclass training for exam
preparation, a bit disappointing for me when I was so
excited to start preparations. But in June 2020, I finally
found online training for exam preparation and took 35
hours as a requirement. After that, I put the exam date
on 10th Nov 2020 with all my faith without any other
considerations. With minimal preparation, self-study,
relying on a few practice questions, I’m more confident
to be brave enough to take the exam. And guess what? I
failed. It was actually a big mistake! Because what really
needs to be changed at first is the mindset, common
sense, the right way of learning. I felt down, hopeless,
upset and didn’t understand what to do.

where on the other
side my work was
also getting more
and more busy. I
tried to plan to put
my exam date at the
end of June 2021
as this is to become
my own target
company when in
the middle of May
2021, an invitation of Study Group batch 18 has just
come to my email. Between that confussion, I decided to
move my exam schedule after this event in the hope that
I would be more prepared.
I strongly agree that joining the PMP study group was
the best way to learn and understand PMBOK before
doing an exam. It was just like a dream come true,
because of what? Self studying, doing practice with
exam simulator & re-reading the materials was not
enough and I mean it. Changing the mindset, common
sense & the right way of learning is the most important
thing I should prepare before it all.
So many qualified mentors with an excellent experience,
patient & informative to share the concept and keypoints
during the session that has changed my understanding
while learning. But with lots of homework given, brain
dump & slides to prepare, I think this will be hard &
time-consuming in the midst of my busy daily work. But
after going through several meetings, I realized that the
difficulty was only at the beginning of the session, then I
was able to find a rhythm to run it regularly.
And finally I took the second attempt of the PMP exam
in early September 2021 2020 at the test center.
Armed with the tips & tricks that have been taught by
the mentors during SG18, I started my exam. Trying to
maintain my pace, relax and focus, I managed to pass
the first 60 questions with 7 minutes of time remaining
left. At the second, there was 4 minutes left and there
was only 22 seconds left before I clicked the “End Exam”
button. then the computer screen turns white with the
words “Congratulations”... and so on. Honestly, I still didn’t
believe what I read until I finally received the paper with
the caption PASS. I shook & cried! I’ve been waiting for
this for a long time.
There are no words how happy I am to get this pass
right after taking Study Group batch 18. Thank you
to all mentors, mentees and all parties in PMI Chapter
Indonesia for inviting & allowing me to join the session. I
dedicate this graduation to all those who have supported
me during my studies. One thing we should remember,
you’ll never PMP alone…
Ficky Bharata, PMP
Project Manager PT Mastersystem Infotama

After that I found it was so difficult to gather my
confidence again to be able to take exam preparations
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CAPM

305
62

DASSM

8

PMI-SP

7

PMI-PBA

PMI-ACP

3
46

PgMP

DASM

PMI-RPM

3

1.340
1

PMP

PfMP
Total Members
804
PMI Indonesia per
31 December 2022

PMI Credential
Holders in
Indonesia
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